IIIT Hyderabad IQAC Meeting held on 14th October 2020
from 2.30 to 3.30pm (online)

Agenda:
Reviewing Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR) templates, in detail.

The AQAR template, has two parts (Part A and part B). Part 'A' consists of 17 Questions focusing on Institute demographics and Part 'B' has around 90 Questions focusing on the following EIGHT criteria.

Criterion I: Curricular Aspects
Criterion II: Teaching-Learning and Evaluation
Criterion III: Research, Innovations and Extension
Criterion IV: Infrastructure and Learning Resources
Criterion V: Student Support and Progression
Criterion VI: Governance, Leadership and Management
Criterion VII: Institutional Values and Best Practices
Criterion VIII: Future Plans of Actions for Next Years

The members discussed each and every parameter within the above listed Indicators and requested Stats Cell to prepare the Annual AQARs for submitting to the NAAC before the deadlines.

Shri J Ramachandran, representing the industry has given his valuable insights on select indicators. Shri Krishna Kiran, Alumni Representative has emphasized his expertise on the Student Support and Progression and has given very good examples.

Prof Krishna Reddy has given his previous attempts on preparing the annual quality reports which helps Stats Cell to prepare the templates as desired by the NAAC.

Members Present
Prof P J Narayanan (Director)
Prof R Pradeep Kumar (The Registrar)
Shri J Ramanchandran (Industry)
Shri Krishnakant Kasuri (Alumni Rep)
Shri Appaji (Dy. Academic Officer)
Prof P Krishna Reddy (Professor, DSAC)
Dr Marimuthu Krishnan (Asst. Professor, CCNSB) & Coordinator (Rankings & Surveys)
Dr Priyanka Srivastava (Senior Research Scientist, CogSci)
Dr K S Vijaya Sekhar (Head, Statistical Cell)

Members unable to attend
Shri Srini Raju is occupied with other commitments

The meeting ended at 3.30PM.